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Ray Hodge Graduates from Million Dollar Consulting® College

Exclusive Program from Dr. Alan Weiss Educates Leading Consultants
December 13, 2012 – Brisbane, Australia – Ray Hodge, director of Ignite
Business Consulting, recently completed the Million Dollar Consulting® College in
Newport, Rhode Island. As a graduate of the college, Ray joins an elite group of just
180 consultants around the globe who have been personally trained by renowned
consultant Alan Weiss, PhD.
As an internationally known consultant, sought-after speaker and author of 46 books,
Alan Weiss is a leading expert in the field. The New York Post called him "one of the
most highly regarded independent consultants in America," and Success Magazine
has cited him in an editorial devoted to his work as "a worldwide expert in executive
education."
The 2012 class of Million Dollar Consulting College is a diverse group of 18
consultants from the United Kingdom, Germany, Canada, Australia, and the U.S.
With expertise in strategy, organizational development, technology and marketing,
participants represented a wide variety of disciplines and cultural perspectives.
The immersive program educates consultants on delivering consulting strategies that

yield dramatic results for clients. The curriculum includes intense challenges in case
studies, role-plays and group exercises. Participants learn creative solutions and
develop innovative approaches to client service and value-based results.
Hodge looks forward to sharing his advanced learning with an expanding client base.
"This program gave me greater insight into delivering more dramatic and quicker
results for my clients," said Hodge. "I have increased awareness and ideas to more
fully assist my clients in achieving their business and personal outcomes, providing
them substantial value in the process."
About Ray Hodge
Ray Hodge is the Director of Ignite Business Consulting. He speaks and consults to
businesses and organisations, a notable event being the Department of the
Australian Prime Minister and Cabinet. Ray has held positions as General Manager in
the Tourism and Construction industries and has successfully run his own businesses
in the Finance, Property and Accommodation sectors. Ray has coached and provided
consulting services to leaders and teams for over 20 years. His key strengths in
consulting are crafting efficient business processes, optimising human resources,
aligning the business with the buyer and delivering results-based work through
strategic planning and measurements. For more information, visit
www.ignitebusinessconsulting.com.au or call Ray direct on +61 403 341105.

